SEEK OUT THE RAT
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Designed for tight spaces,
drop down ceilings and attics.
Snap traps that are integrated with the station
are the future of rodent bait stations.
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SEEK OUT THE RAT
A Integrated Snap Trap is secured with an
innovative removable plug system that
keeps the rodent from leveraging off of
the snap trap as well as easily removed
and cleaned.
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The EZ Snap Seeker two color indicator zip tie
allows you to safely engage the trap. When the
trap goes off, the yellow disappears into the box,
letting you know when the trap has been tripped.

C Removable baffling walls create a commitment wall
to push the rodent’s head to the trigger zone of the
snap trap. The walls can also be used in such a way that
the rodent can see through the system.
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E Force flows the rodent into the station,
the cored out entry allows the rodent’s head
to be in the box while their feet are on the
existing surface, giving the rodent a sense
of safety to enter the box.
D Push lock design uses the
VM Products’ universal key.
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B To force flow the rodent to the trigger
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via the commitment wall, place your
attractant on the back wall so the scent
will flow through.
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DIMENSIONS: 6 7/8” X 11 3/8” X 4 5/8
100% recycled injection molded plastic

Two slots on the bottom allow
for zip ties (either vertically or
horizontally) to secure to rodent
runways (pipes, trees or rafters),
giving you the flexibility to meet
any situation head on!
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The EZ Snap Seeker from
the rodent’s point of view.
The rodent can see completely
through to the other side of
the box, giving a sense of
safety to enter the station.
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